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Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 6,400? 1)

a)   6,324 b)      6,368 c)    6,279 d)      6,312 e)    6,445 f )      6,352

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 270?2)

a)     271 b)      269 c)      265 d)      273 e)      264 f )      267

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 90? 3)

a)      94 b)      89 c)      82 d)     92 e)      81 f )      87

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 700?4)

a)      671 b)      605 c)      682 d)      707 e)      755 f )     714

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 7,300? 5)

a)      7,303 b)      7,270 c)      7,315 d)      7,998 e)      7,294 f )      7,493

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 140?6)

a)      135 b)     142 c)      147 d)      139 e)      136 f )      144

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 500?7)

a)      471 b)     513 c)      583 d)      469 e)     555 f )      465
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Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 6,400? 1)

a)   6,324 b)      6,368 c)    6,279 d)      6,312 e)    6,445 f )      6,352

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 270?2)

a)     271 b)      269 c)      265 d)      273 e)      264 f )      267

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 90? 3)

a)      94 b)      89 c)      82 d)     92 e)      81 f )      87

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 700?4)

a)      671 b)      605 c)      682 d)      707 e)      755 f )     714

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 7,300? 5)

a)      7,303 b)      7,270 c)      7,315 d)      7,998 e)      7,294 f )      7,493

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 140?6)

a)      135 b)     142 c)      147 d)      139 e)      136 f )      144

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 500?7)

a)      471 b)     513 c)      583 d)      469 e)     555 f )      465

Multiple Response Level 1: S1
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Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 150? 1)

a)      153 b)      147 c)      141 d)      153 e)      146 f )      157

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 800?2)

a)      819 b)      756 c)      784 d)      747 e)      845 f )      792

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 3,200? 3)

a)      3,175 b)      3,146 c)      3,210 d)      3,188 e)      3,120 f )      3,245

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 730?4)

a)      726 b)      729 c)      735 d)      727 e)      725 f )      736

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 910? 5)

a)      902 b)     908 c)      905 d)      919 e)      903 f )      909

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 400?6)

a)      369 b)      345 c)      373 d)      415 e)      380 f )    351

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 8,360?7)

a)      8,364 b)     8,357 c)      8,351 d)      8,359 e)      8,362 f )      8,366
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Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 150? 1)

a)      153 b)      147 c)      141 d)      153 e)      146 f )      157

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 800?2)

a)      819 b)      756 c)      784 d)      747 e)      845 f )      792

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 3,200? 3)

a)      3,175 b)      3,146 c)      3,210 d)      3,188 e)      3,120 f )      3,245

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 730?4)

a)      726 b)      729 c)      735 d)      727 e)      725 f )      736

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 910? 5)

a)      902 b)     908 c)      905 d)      919 e)      903 f )      909

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 400?6)

a)      369 b)      345 c)      373 d)      415 e)      380 f )    351

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 8,360?7)

a)      8,364 b)     8,357 c)      8,351 d)      8,359 e)      8,362 f )      8,366
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Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 2,000? 1)

a)      2,008 b)      1,971 c)      1,101 d)     1,986 e)      2,908 f )     1,977

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 960?2)

a)      952 b)      957 c)      959 d)      956 e)      967 f )      954

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 420? 3)

a)      419 b)     414 c)      417 d)      426 e)      416 f )      418

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 1,300?4)

a)      1,354 b)     1,207 c)     1,285 d)      1,310 e)      1,268 f )      1,244

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 70? 5)

a)      74 b)      62 c)      71 d)      77 e)      69 f )      65

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 900?6)

a)      877 b)      957 c)      862 d)     818 e)      921 f )    802

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 530?7)

a)      526 b)     532 c)      524 d)      525 e)      529 f )      521
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Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 2,000? 1)

a)      2,008 b)      1,971 c)      1,101 d)     1,986 e)      2,908 f )     1,977

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 960?2)

a)      952 b)      957 c)      959 d)      956 e)      967 f )      954

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 420? 3)

a)      419 b)     414 c)      417 d)      426 e)      416 f )      418

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 1,300?4)

a)      1,354 b)     1,207 c)     1,285 d)      1,310 e)      1,268 f )      1,244

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 70? 5)

a)      74 b)      62 c)      71 d)      77 e)      69 f )      65

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 900?6)

a)      877 b)      957 c)      862 d)     818 e)      921 f )    802

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 530?7)

a)      526 b)     532 c)      524 d)      525 e)      529 f )      521

Multiple Response Level 1: S3
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Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 7,000?

2)

a)     6,440 b)     6,815 c)     6,934 d)     7,342 e)     7,097

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 540,000?

1)

a)     535,716 b)     533,302 c)     537,821 d)     542,908 e)     539,559

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 90,000?

4)

a)     85,945 b)     98,559 c)     89,673 d)     96,499 e)     84,361

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 25,000?

3)

a)     24,700 b)     25,139 c)     23,117 d)     24,975 e)     25,419

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 10,000?

6)

a)     9,137 b)     3,660 c)     17,004 d)     8,471 e)     7,565

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 268,000?

5)

a)     268,762 b)     268,240 c)     267,518 d)     267,974 e)     268,403
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Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 7,000?

2)

a)     6,440 b)     6,815 c)     6,934 d)     7,342 e)     7,097

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 540,000?

1)

a)     535,716 b)     533,302 c)     537,821 d)     542,908 e)     539,559

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 90,000?

4)

a)     85,945 b)     98,559 c)     89,673 d)     96,499 e)     84,361

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 25,000?

3)

a)     24,700 b)     25,139 c)     23,117 d)     24,975 e)     25,419

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 10,000?

6)

a)     9,137 b)     3,660 c)     17,004 d)     8,471 e)     7,565

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 268,000?

5)

a)     268,762 b)     268,240 c)     267,518 d)     267,974 e)     268,403

Multiple Response Level 2: S1
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Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 40,000?

2)

a)    39,149 b)     36,004 c)     31,392 d)     30,234 e)     35,917

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 8,000?

1)

a)     7,160 b)     8,850 c)     7,937 d)     8,100 e)     7,272

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 3,000?

4)

a)     3,981 b)     2,704 c)     3,093 d)     2,529 e)     2,816

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 910,000?

3)

a)     907,116 b)     903,527 c)     905,630 d)     919,261 e)     901,800

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 6,000?

6)

a)     5,703 b)    5,011 c)     5,559 d)     6,892 e)     5,034

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 70,000?

5)

a)     66,197 b)     69,602 c)     78,700 d)     65,038 e)     62,540
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Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 40,000?

2)

a)    39,149 b)     36,004 c)     31,392 d)     30,234 e)     35,917

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 8,000?

1)

a)     7,160 b)     8,850 c)     7,937 d)     8,100 e)     7,272

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 3,000?

4)

a)     3,981 b)     2,704 c)     3,093 d)     2,529 e)     2,816

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 910,000?

3)

a)     907,116 b)     903,527 c)     905,630 d)     919,261 e)     901,800

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 6,000?

6)

a)     5,703 b)    5,011 c)     5,559 d)     6,892 e)     5,034

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 70,000?

5)

a)     66,197 b)     69,602 c)     78,700 d)     65,038 e)     62,540

Multiple Response Level 2: S2
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Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 9,000?

2)

a)     9,402 b)     9,629 c)     8,695 d)     8,587 e)     8,966

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 370,000?

1)

a)     366,281 b)     364,145 c)    374,720 d)     376,243 e)     365,694

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 1,000?

4)

a)     904 b)     770 c)     315 d)     825 e)     426

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 50,000?

3)

a)     51,904 b)     45,070 c)     48,258 d)     56,112 e)    42,690

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 280,000?

6)

a)     278,000 b)    271,206 c)     277,519 d)     288,243 e)     276,511

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 4,000?

5)

a)     4,582 b)     3,164 c)     4,740 d)     3,827 e)     3,731
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Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 9,000?

2)

a)     9,402 b)     9,629 c)     8,695 d)     8,587 e)     8,966

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 370,000?

1)

a)     366,281 b)     364,145 c)    374,720 d)     376,243 e)     365,694

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 1,000?

4)

a)     904 b)     770 c)     315 d)     825 e)     426

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 50,000?

3)

a)     51,904 b)     45,070 c)     48,258 d)     56,112 e)    42,690

Round the numbers to the nearest ten thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 280,000?

6)

a)     278,000 b)    271,206 c)     277,519 d)     288,243 e)     276,511

Round the numbers to the nearest thousand. Which of the following numbers

round to 4,000?

5)

a)     4,582 b)     3,164 c)     4,740 d)     3,827 e)     3,731

Multiple Response Level 2: S3
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